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SILIGURI, WEST BENGAL, INDIA: An Indian fuel station attendant serves a customer at a petrol pump at Sevok Bazar yes-
terday.—AFP

Oil price rally fades on 
doubts over OPEC deal

LONDON: An oil price rally fuelled by
OPEC’s deal to cut crude output fizzled
out yesterday with analysts doubting
the cartel’s ability to seriously tackle a
supply glut. Following a meeting that
included Russia, the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries shocked
markets Wednesday by saying it
planned to trim total production by
some 750,000 barrels per day.

This followed talks in Algiers as world
oil producers seek ways to prop up
prices that have plunged from $100 in
2014 to near 13-year lows below $30 at
the start of 2016, mainly owing to excess
supplies. Exact details of the deal remain
to be agreed and analysts said markets
will now wait to see whether non-OPEC
producers such as Russia, the United
States and Canada will make cuts of
their own.

“There is also the wider consideration
of whether non-OPEC members, in par-
ticular Russia, will cooperate,” CMC
Markets analyst Alex Furber told AFP.
Wednesday’s deal came after OPEC
kingpin Saudi Arabia allowed bitter rival
Iran to be exempted from the cutbacks,
as the Islamic republic recovers from
years of sanctions on its oil exports.

The cartel’s announcement of a first
official reduction in eight years at first
sent crude prices surging six percent
Wednesday, while energy firms across
the globe have seen their share prices
soar. But around 0915 GMT Thursday, US
benchmark oil contract, West Texas
Intermediate for delivery in November,
was down 34 cents at $46.71 a barrel.

Brent North Sea crude for November
shed 45 cents to $48.24 a barrel com-
pared with Wednesday’s close. In
London stocks trading meanwhile,
shares in Royal Dutch Shell advanced 5.5
percent and BP won 4.4 percent.

Saudi blinks first   
“OPEC’s commitment to cut output

by between one-half and three-quarters
of a million barrels a day has done more
for oil-sensitive stocks and currencies, as
well as overnight risk sentiment, than
for oil  prices themselves,” Societe
Generale said in a note to clients. “Time
will tell whether oil prices will trend
higher (after a knee-jerk rally), and the
market will first wait to see how the cuts
are divvied up between members,
which will be decided at the November
OPEC meeting.”

At the end of six hours of negotia-
tions and weeks of horse trading, OPEC
said it would cut production to 32.5-33
million barrels per day from around 33.5
million in August. “It is Saudi Arabia who
has clearly blinked first, allowing Iran, its
main rival, to ramp up production,” said
Jeffrey Halley, senior market analyst at
Oanda trading group. “We shouldn’t
underestimate the major shift by Saudi
Arabia,” he told AFP. “These two don’t
see eye to eye on anything so this is a
huge concession by Saudi Arabia to
‘lubricate’ the process.” Saudi Arabia
and Iran, the Middle East’s foremost
Shiite and Sunni Muslim powers, are at
odds over an array of issues including
the wars in Syria and Yemen.

‘Tipping point’    
Analysts said economic pressure

from falling oil revenues pushed OPEC
members to reach a deal, while others
warned the organization has a poor
track record of fulfilling such commit-
ments, and traders are unsure whether
Saudi-Iran cooperation would hold.

Details, including which countries
make which cuts, will be worked out
when 14-member OPEC-which pro-
duces about 40 percent of the world’s
crude-holds its next twice-yearly meet-
ing in Vienna on November 30.

The cartel’s richer members, particu-
larly the Gulf states, have preferred to
battle it out with non-OPEC producers
such as the United States for global mar-
ket share by keeping production high.
“Saudi Arabia have perhaps reassessed
their dumping oil strategy to put US
shale out of business as the pressure on
their budgets has clearly reached a tip-
ping point as well,” Halley added. 

The plunge in oil revenues has left
Saudi Arabia with a record deficit last
year, prompting the country to cut the
salaries of cabinet ministers and freeze
the wages of lower-ranking civil ser-
vants. “Many OPEC members are suffer-
ing economically from low prices. Their
economies are stagnating or going
backwards and they face budgetary
issues,” said Greg McKenna, chief market
strategist at forex broker AxiTrader.

“So it appears the fiscal imperative
seems to have trumped OPEC’s internal
politics,” he told AFP.—AFP

FRANKFURT: Germany’s second largest lender Commerzbank
said yesterday it plans to cut 9,600 jobs, or one-fifth of its
workforce, by 2020 and withhold dividends to pay for a 1.1-
billion-euro restructuring.

The Frankfurt-based firm added that the $1.23-billion plan,
still to be agreed at a supervisory board meeting on Friday,
would see it report a loss in the third quarter as it writes down
the value of goodwill and other intangible assets. But it fore-
casts a “slightly positive” bottom line for the whole of 2016.

Like other German banks, Commerzbank is fighting head-
winds from low interest rates in the eurozone, tough regula-
tion, intense competition, and the arrival of new digital actors
on the market. Board members aim to achieve “sustainable
profitability” by focusing on private and business banking cus-
tomers while shrinking investment banking activities, it said in
a statement. “Profit volatility and risks from regulatory
changes will be reduced and capital freed up for the core
business” with the retreat from investment banking, the state-
ment continued.

To cover the costs of the restructuring, the bank said it
would “cease dividend payments for the time being”.

Commerzbank reported a profit of 1.06 billion euros in
2015, and paid its first dividend since the 2008 financial crisis
at 20 cents per share. Shares in the bank lost 0.77 percent to
trade at 5.95 euros by 0945 GMT in Frankfurt, while the DAX
30 index of leading firms gained 0.69 percent.
Commerzbank’s employee roster would shrink by roughly
9,600 — around a fifth of its current level of 51,300 — if the
plan is put into action.

Managers predict that the restructuring will create savings
of 6.5 billion Euros per year and allow them to create 2,300
new jobs in “growth areas” at the bank. The German state
remains a shareholder in Commerzbank to the tune of 15 per-
cent after coming to the lender’s rescue in 2008.

Chief executive Martin Zielke in August batted away
rumors that he was considering a tie-up with Deutsche Bank,
Germany’s biggest lender and Commerzbank’s historic
Frankfurt rival. Deutsche is itself going through a painful
restructuring that will see it slash almost 9,000 jobs worldwide
and 200 branches in home market Germany.

The once-proud institution is laboring under a burden of
around 8,000 legal cases worldwide including a $14-billion
demand from the US Department of Justice over its activities
leading up to the subprime mortgage crisis.

On Wednesday the German government strongly denied
rumours that it was preparing a rescue plan for Deutsche in
the event it faces a US fine that its legal provisions of $5.5 bil-
lion are too small to cover.—AFP

Cartel’s ability in doubt

Commerzbank
says to cut 9,600

jobs by 2020

Spotify launches Japan 
streaming with karaoke twist
TOKYO: Online music giant Spotify said yesterday it is launch-
ing a streaming service in Japan with a karaoke twist, the
world’s second-biggest music market but one still dominated
by compact discs. Sweden-based Spotify said it will offer a
free service with advertising and an ad-free 980 yen ($9.70)-
per-month version with around 40 million song titles. “The
Japanese market is very different” from other markets, and
“we want to make sure Spotify here is long-lasting,” the com-
pany’s CEO Daniel Ek said at a launch event in Tokyo.

Spotify-which earlier this month said it had surpassed 40
million paying subscribers-said the new service would also be
available on Sony’s PlayStation consoles. In a nod to Japan’s
love for karaoke, it will feature lyrics to go along with its
soundtracks. Last year, Google launched its music streaming
service in Japan, featuring more than 35 million tunes avail-
able at a cost of 980 yen a month, while Apple and Line have
also stepped into the country. Japan’s music market is esti-
mated to be worth about $3 billion-second in the world after
the $7 billion US market. But packaged media such as CDs
account for about 80 percent of Japanese music sales, con-
trasting sharply with the US where digital downloads are soar-
ing. Many Japanese production companies have focused on
established retail channels for CDs, while issues over licensing
have also hampered growth in the streaming business. Sony
and Japanese games giant DeNA have terminated their music
streaming services in recent years. —AFP


